Solution Brief

Telecom Billing

One Solution. For Everybody. From Everywhere.

A highly flexible and scalable cloud-based SaaS billing
suite that provides end-to-end functionality for managing
all aspects of your customer life cycle and subscription,
recurring, one-time, usage-based, pay as you go, or
hybrid billing needs. Our solution provides organizations
like yours with all of the required tools to easily, efficiently
operate and grow your business.
Key Benefits
• Low Total Cost of Ownsership
• PCI Compliant (Service Provider Level 1)
• Industry leading Data Protection
• Easy Migration and Integration
• Scalability and Reliability
• Expertise and Experience
• Access. Anywhere. Anytime.
• Enhanced Customer Experience
• One Solution. For Everybody. From Everywhere.

Solution Brief
Our Customers
• Telecom Service Providers
• Internet Service Providers
• Communication Service Providers
• IoT
• M2M
• Subscription

Key Modules
Everything you need to run your business in one easy to use solution
CRM
Easily follow your customers through their entire life cycle from prospect to subscriber.
Our CRM solution provides full, effective control of customer accounts and data, including historical tracking and viewing.
Payments
Whether payments are scheduled, subscriptions, batch-based, one-time, credit card,
EFT, or ACH, our solution adapts to suit your needs. Existing, robust integration with
many of today's most popular merchant providers and banks means that secure, automated payment processing has never been easier.
File Mediation
From IoT to standard telco (e.g. local or long distance rating, usage-based, metered), our
convergent real-time rating and billing platform is capable of handling almost any file
type or format, allowing our customers an unprecedented flexibility to monetize various
types of data feeds.
Invoicing
Invoices can be fully customized and coloured, or generated from a template, which
presents our customers with multiple ways to brand, design, and deliver invoices to their
customers. Our state-of-the-art capabilities and targeted messaging will be something
that your customers will be talking about for years to come.
Product Catalog
Our solution can handle and streamline pricing, bundling, and billing functions to service
everything from the most complex to the most simple and straightforward product
catalog. Whether it’s new offers, discounts, trials or subscriptions, pooled, usage-based,
or variable, your sales & marketing initiatives will reach markets more quickly and
efficiently.
Revenue Management
Comprehensive, exhaustive product and inventory reporting on revenue, taxes, sales,
customers, transactions and payments are all available out-of-the-box. All of your
organization's stakeholders and departments can find and use any information they
need, when they need it, on-demand or on a predetermined schedule.

